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Abstract
Background: The coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) is currently rare in children and they seem to have a milder
disease course and better prognosis than adults. However, SARS-Cov-2 pandemic has indirectly caused problems in
pediatric medical assistance. In view of this we wanted to draw a picture of what happened during health
emergency and analyze future prospects for restarting.
Methods: We involved the Italian pediatric scientific societies institutionally collected in the Italian Federation of
Associations and Scientific Societies of the Pediatric Area (FIARPED); We sent a questionnaire to all scientific
societies about the pediatric care activity during the COVID-19 emergency and future perspectives for the phase of
post-containment.
Results: The analysis of the questionnaires showed significant decrease of:admission, outpatient visits and specialist
consultancy activities during the COVID-19 emergency, primarily linked to the fear of infection. Instead it was
increased the serious degree of diseases admitted. Most of scientific societies maintained the relationship with
chronic patients through some form of telemedicine, reporting a strong positive opinion about this modality.
Finally showed the need to give life a new approach for hospitalizations and outpatient visits through a greater use
of telemedicine, educational programs on families and a more decisive role of family pediatricians.
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Conclusions: Our study highlighted many aspects that can be improved in pediatric care. We think that It will be
necessary a new shared strategy to improve the management and continuity of care for pediatric patients, primarily
developing a network of collaboration between families, family pediatrician and hospitals and by enhancing the
use of new methods of telecommunications.
Keywords: COVID-19, Pediatric assistance, Children, Telemedicine

Introduction
The disease known as COVID-19, caused by the new
coronavirus SARS-Cov-2, has recently been declared a
pandemic by WHO [1], with a more favorable clinical
course on children compared to the adults [2–4]. However, the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic has indirectly caused
problems in the care of young patients. The COVID-19
outbreak, and the related attention from the media, has
brought about intense psychological pressure on families. This, together with the Italian government’s lockdown orders, in place from March 9 to May 3,
characterized by the suspension of common commercial
activities and catering services, the closure of schools,
the prohibition of groups of people in public places, and
the banning of travel to municipalities other than those
to which people belong, has caused a completely new
and unexpected scenario in pediatric care. Consequently,
several questions related to child’s health care have
arisen.
In this context, we wanted to draw a picture of
what happened among Italian pediatric assistance services and to examine operational proposals to plan a
joint action for the post-COVID phase. To this end,
we collected, through a questionnaire, the views of 28
Italian medical and surgical pediatric scientific societies belonging to the FIARPED (Italian Federation of
Associations and Scientific Societies of the Pediatric
Area).
The questionnaire was sent out in the first week of May,
at the end of the lock down phase and before the start of
the so-called “Phase 2”, characterized by a gradual loosening of the previous containment measures, since with the
epidemic curve is being in a downward phase.

new diagnoses and consultancy activities and continuity
of care of chronic patients.
The reduction percentages were based on the opinion of the Presidents and of scientific Committees of
the societies, in order to offer a global point of view
on changes in specific areas of pediatric care during
lock down.
In the second part of the questionnaire we analyzed the
application of telemedicine in the various specialties and
its possible advantages and the use of other alternative assistance methods and possible future assistance options.
Table 1 Medical pediatric scientific societies collected in the
FIARPED
Medical Area (23)
Italian Society of Pediatrics -SIP
Italian Society of Pediatric Psychology - SIPPed
Italian Society of Pediatric Nephrology - SINePe
Italian Society of Pediatric Infectivology - SITIP
Italian Society for Perinatology Care - AICIP
Cultural Association of Pediatricians - ACP
Italian Association of Pediatric Hematology and Oncology -AIEOP
National observatory of Pediatric residents- ONSP
Italian Society of Pediatric Cardiology and Congenital Heart Disorders SICP
Italian Society of Pediatric Endocrinology and Diabetology - SIEDP
Italian Society of Adolescent Medicine - SIMA
Italian Society of Neonatology - SIN
Italian Society of Pediatric Emergency and Urgent Medicine - SIMEUP
Italian Society of Pediatric Genetic Diseases and Disabilities - SIMGePeD
Italian Society of Hospital Pediatrics - SIPO
Italian Society of Pediatric Neurology - SINP

Methods
The study has involved all 28 of the Italian pediatric scientific societies (Tables 1 and 2), 23 from the medical
field and 5 from the surgical field, institutionally collected in the FIARPED. Each society was asked to fill in
a questionnaire (Additional file 1, see below) about the
pediatric care activity during the COVID-19 emergency
and future perspectives for the phase of postcontainment.
The main issues of the questionnaire were: the percentage of reduction of hospitalizations, outpatient visits,

Italian Society of Gastroenterology Hepatology and Pediatric Nutrition SIGENP
Italian Society of Child and Adolescent Neuropsychiatry - SINPIA
Italian Society for Infant Respiratory Diseases - SIMRI
Italian Society of Pediatric Nutrition - SINUPE
Italian Neonatal and Pediatric Anesthesia and Resuscitation Society SARNePI
Italian Society of Allergy and Pediatric Immunology-SIAIP
Italian Society for the study of Hereditary Metabolic Diseases and
Neonatal Screening-SIMMSEN
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Table 2 Surgical pediatric scientific societies collected in the
FIARPED
Surgical Area (5)
Italian Society of Pediatric Urology - SIUP
Italian Society of Orthopedics and Pediatric Traumatology - SITOP
Italian Society of Infant Video Surgery - SIVI
Italian Society of Pediatric Otorhinolaryngology - SIOP
Italian Society of Pediatric Surgery - SICP

Statistical analysis

The statistical analysis was performed with JMP® 14.3.0
program for Mac (SAS Institute Inc). All data are
expressed as median, 75° and 25° quantiles. Fisher’s test
was used to evaluate the difference between the collected
data and a p value < 0.05 was considered significant.

Results
The results of the study are reported in Table 3. The results are expressed as median (25–75 quantiles).
During the lock-down, all pediatric specialties had
showed a reduction of admissions of about 70%; While,
the reduction of outpatientvisits was of about 80%.
These reductions are similar for medical area and surgical area. However, the severity of diseases admitted was
more serious than in the pre-covid era, especially for
surgical area. This phenomenon caused also the reduction of new diagnoses number of about 60%, with a
higher percentage for the surgical area.
Only the activities of neonatology and pediatric oncology have not been affected by this phenomenon because
they are linked to births and to the treatment protocols
for cancer disease.
Therefore we also evaluated the main determinants in
the reduction of the admissions: all medical and surgical
societies of pediatrics have detected primarily parents’
fear to expose their children to a covid-19 infection by
attending healthcare facilities (68%), secondary the revaluation by families about the clinical conditions which
determine the need for hospitalization (32%) and finally
the failure to be send by the family pediatrician to the

hospital admission (21%). The main determinants in the
reduction of outpatient visits were very similar: primarily
the fear of infection (75%), secondary the revaluation by
families about the clinical conditions which determine
the need for pediatric visit (28%) and finally the difficulty
to be visited by family pediatrician (25%). Furthermore
in pre-covid era the median of hospitalizations and outpatient visits found to be inappropriate by pediatricians
was of about 20%, with an higher percentage for the
medical area.
The decrease of hospitalized patients has also determined a reduction of specialist consultancy activities of
about 50%, without differences between the medical and
surgical areas.
In this period of lack of communication with families,
the 86% of scientific societies has reported that medical
doctors have maintained the relationship between their
clinical departments and their patients through some
form of telemedicine, even if everyone has considered
this method to be inadequate to replace the physical
examination.
We also questioned ourselves about the role of telemedicine could have in home care: 57% of pediatric scientific societies answered that the telemedicine can be
useful for patients with chronic conditions. The main
telemedicine roles described was: primarily verbal consultation, secondary monitoring of one or more instrumental and biochemical parameters and only in small
part to be an active part of an physical examination. The
main ways of continue the care of chronic patients described “as telemedicine” from the pediatric scientific societies, were: by phone (68%) and video call (43%).
Subsequently we investigated what the prospects of
welfare reorganization at the end of the containment for
the normal practices for hospitalizations: 71% of scientific societies think that will be necessary to formulate a
new approach methodology by specialist services, while
39% of scientific societies think that the family
pediatrician will have to play a more decisive role regarding hospitalization needs and 20% of scientific societies think that everything will be like before. Finally all

Table 3 Main results of the questionnaire
Items

All societies

Medical area

Surgical area

Reduction admissions (%)

70 (80–50)

60 (80–45)

80 (90–75)

Reduction outpatient visits (%)

80 (90–70)

80 (90–70)

80 (100–75)

Severity level of disease (1 to 5)

5 (5–4)

4 (5–4)

5 (5–4)

Reduction new diagnosis (%)

60 (75–25)

50 (70–30)

70 (85–70)

Admissions inappropriate pre-Covid (%)

20 (40–10)

30 (40–10)

10 (15–10)

Outpatient visit inappropriate pre- Covid (%)

20 (45–10)

30 (50–10)

20 (25–10)

Reduction of consultancy activities (%)

50 (72,5-37,5)

50 (70–30)

70 (80–45)

Reduction of own consultancy activities (%)

50 (72,5-37,5)

50 (70–30)

60 (80–45)

All data are expressed as median and (75°-25°quantiles)
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scientific societies have pointed out the need for a health
education program for the family to guarantee a more
appropriate and aware use of structures and services.

Discussion
Our work showed a significant reduction in hospitalizations
and outpatient visits in almost all pediatrics areas during this
health emergency. The percentage of reduction of hospitalizations and outpatient visits was greater for the medical area
than for surgery. The main determinants for this result were
related to the fear of infection and to the revaluation by families about the clinical conditions of the child requiring medical evaluation. Results analysis has also shown a certain
degree of inappropriateness of admissions and specialist visits
in the pre-COVID-19 era. The phenomenon of inappropriate visits, especially in the emergency, for non-urgent problems is unfortunately widespread among many countries
worldwide [5–7]. The reasons of this can be mostly in an inadequate hospital and territorial organization, the development of defensive medicine with excessive medical caution
in the management of the patients and a reduced efficiency
of primary care [8–14]. It’s clear that this excess of visits, in
pre-covid era, could depend on a poor management capacity
of parents, which required specialist visits for mild clinical
conditions by creating overcrowding in pediatric emergency
departments.
However, on the other side, even if the emergency
room visits decreased considerably in this period, most
children evaluated had severe illnesses and the percentage of patients hospitalized for serious diseases increased. Indeed, the analysis of the questionnaires
revealed a lower reduction in consultancy (50%) compared to a reduction in hospitalizations (70%). The reason for this data could be a higher level of severity of
patients hospitalized with the need for specialist consultations. The increase in severe admission could be explained also by the fear of coronavirus infection that
caused a delay to medical consultation with consequent
evaluation of patients already in critical condition.
In view of the difficulty in performing outpatient visits,
during the COVID-19 emergency, the majority of pediatricians have maintained relationships with chronic patients
through telephone consultation and videoconferencing. In
fact, the analysis of questionnaires revealed a strong positive opinion about telemedicine, especially for chronic patients. Nonetheless, all pediatric societies agree that
telemedicine cannot replace in-person visits in particular
for an acute patient. In fact, there are little evidence about
clinical outcomes and the effectiveness of telemedicine
services for children [15].
However, the advantages by “telemedicine” reported
by various societies are in agreement with those already
described in the literature [15–18]. These advantages
were represented primarily by a reduction in travel and
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emergency care costs, better use of resources, secondary
improved monitoring of chronic patients, and finally reduced risk of infection and hospital overcrowding. Other
interesting advantage described were: rapidity, simplicity
of the teleconsult; utility for follow up; greater empathy
between hospital and family and new method of prophylaxis and screening of pathologies.
Lastly, we evaluated the opinion of scientific societies
on the possible future effects of the SARS-Cov-2 pandemia in pediatric medical assistance. Most scientific societies believe that they will treat COVID-19 related
diseases, primarily deriving from the indirect action of
the virus, mostly psychosomatic disorders. In fact, during a severe pandemic like COVID-19, communitybased mitigation programs, such as closing of schools,
parks, and playgrounds will disrupt children’s usual lifestyle and can potentially promote distress, confusion,
anxiety and hostility [19].
In this context, we think that it is necessary to start
again with a shared strategy to ensure an efficient management and continuity of care for pediatric patients.
The most of scientific societies think that it will be necessary to formulate a new approach for hospitalizations
and outpatient visits. But, in which way?
Firstly, through greater use of telemedicine for the monitoring of patients with chronic diseases. Secondary, it is crucial eliminate the fear of COVID-19 infection, through
information (implementing awareness, campaigns regarding
vaccinations and the use of personal protective equipment)
and creating “clean” hospital with clean pathway for infected
and non-infected children. Furthermore, it will be important
to act on families through educational program on red flags
of pathologies and autonomous first basic level management
of children diseases (i.e.fever). At last, all scientific societies
agree that family pediatricians will have a more decisive role
in the care of the child, to ensure adequate continuity of care
and an effective filter function, identifying the real need for
hospitalization and specialist visits, creating a new model of
territorial assistance.

Conclusion
The COVID-19 pandemia and subsequent assistance
events detected during the lockdown have highlighted
many aspects that can be improved in pediatric care,
pointing out the need for a scientific conference with the
aim to remodulate the pediatric health care, developing a
program starting from the family and reaching the hospital through a new and efficient model of primary care.
Supplementary information
Supplementary information accompanies this paper at https://doi.org/10.
1186/s13052-020-00907-3.
Additional file 1. Fiarped questionnaire.
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